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In this project, we nave calculated the nine, direction copl•; for the converaion to rectangular

F nlaotle components of motic• for all tho stars in the• Onxcra Catalogue., ' or a given star of right ascension a

and decliration 68 i direction of increasing a, that
of increasing 8,. and that of the radius vector, are atSright angles, The two re ' tangular proper• notion components
are customarily observed In right ascension and declination.

L0 The observations of proper motions result in rectangularcomponents In right ascension A, and in dealinatrone/w8"Thaese are at right angles to U -fine of sinht and are

given in sveconds of arc per annum. The third component
of the motion of a star in spaoe is the radial velocity,
V measured in km./soc. along the radius vector* The axes

the rectangular galactic ooordLn&te system are fixod
in space* The first two are parallel to the galactic
plane toward longitudes 0 and 90 respectively, and the
third Is toward the Calactic north pole.

The nine direction cosines pertain to the angles
between the axes Aa, 1,A and the radius veotor, •hioh are
funotions of a, O, and the galactic axes which are not.
We call xl x2 l xa the cosines with the first, Y, , Y
with the seeom, and 1, Z2# s3 with the third gjpac Rac
axis. Ze pole of the galactic plane has been taken to
be at 12A 400 +280 (1900), Qs is comon practice.

In order to find the space velocity of a star, it
is necessary to know its parallax with a much greater
percentage of accuracy than we do at present (for all
*xcep� comparatively few stars). If p is the parallax,
the galactic components of the space velocity in kw./sec, are:

x 4*7 -&ax, 4.4Aax + V x3

y **' 71 + aY2 + VY

These equation, ase frequently used to compute a mnan
parallax for' a nuber of star*, substituting for the lUt-
Shand =sObr the known components of the velocity of the
amn (with opposite sigus). They are also used in corricting
spectroscopic pawallaxeso In problems of this kind, oae

R needs the quantities A ÷. 1 ,+1+8and
/'h13. +!4%e7 ! and thesh-#*ee• phted Snaer the present
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project. Finally, th 9 radial velocities, for about ?,000
stars for which these am known, have been multiplied

by -3, 73P and s33

The basic data fo' formaputing the nine direction
cosines and the contribtitons tv the alaetiac rectangular
velocity oonzpcents resulting from the proper motions ofte 33# 342 starzs in the feneral Catalogue was on band

at Colvubla University in the form of two cataleos of
punched cards* These are called Card Catalog A and VardCatalog Bo A zlin"ograpW.Ae de3"JlI~tI Of the se OaZ.d is

To 1ompute the nine dir*ction cosines, the following
InformCat alon ira oga B was reproduced onto a set of

blank cards which will be referred to as OUR Card Set 1:

00C nmber sin b (b is the galactic latitude),
sin (a + 60e , 0.4695 sin 8, O.S83 eos8 ,
sea (a + W0", . I1.1 is the galactic longitude;
not used in computations)

The formlae used to compute the cosines to make
convenient use of the way the data were punched on
Catalog B are:

X = sin (a +0W)
= (-0.4695 sIn 8) (?)

where P = V!•sn 286 **c (a + B0)
= 21300546/sec (a + WO)

X3 t 0.5317 (0.883cS s ) ?

T2 = -0.4695 sin 8 sin (A + 80e) + 0.883 cos 8
73 a 0.5317 (0.0 3 cos 8) sin (c + 800) +

1.8807 (0.4695 s* 8)

s1 a -0.4145 P
12 1.8809 (0.4695 sin 8) sin (a + 800) +

0.5317 (0.883 cot 0)
s3 =sInb

The oomputatin was divided Into t•ree parts, eachpart €opt• during an* •un of the cad twwg the
OAXeulating aw• e as follows:

(3) 0.6wa7 (e0o•edsa)d wanmedp7e

and meed intetesstate result
(4) sin I'M 900) was rounded to 3 deotmal places

and pnheed with opposite sign xl



"This computation was begun on the 602-A multiplier but
took so much time per card that it was broken up into
two parts. Gomputazions (1) and (4) were done on the
80g multiplier and (2) end (3) on the 602-A, the two
machines running aiuultaneously. The entire Run I was
then checked on the 604 multiplier.

Run 11: Theo quotient (whic.h we have cal~led P)

developed Io (2) of Run 1, was multeplded
on the 602-A by:

5) 0.5317 (0.883 0os 8) x)

81 -0.4695 *in 8 7-2

Mei computation was checked on the 604 multiplier.

Run 177"

(9) 1.8807 (0.-4695 sin 8) was computed and
stoaed in the maohime for use in the
next two stops(10) 1,890• •0,4695 Sill 8) *in (a + 80°) +
0.5W17 (0.883 coos 8) was computed
And punched z

(U!) 0.5311 (04883 coos 8) ain (a + 800) +2
1,8•0V (0-4695 &1n 0) was computed

(1) Inbwas lrundod to three deoinals 7

and punched* On cards where It was given
in complement form It was converted to true
figures. Z3

this computation was then cheocked on the 604 maltiplier.

The following Information from Catalog A sus
reproduced onto a set of blank cards which will be
referred to as ONR Ca-d Set I1:

0O number, magnitude, spectr=u, G (1900),

Then, the nine direction cosines and /were transferred
outo this set frrm OUR Card Sot I.

The contributionS to the galaatic rectangular velocity
oomponents resultIng from proper notions were computed In
one run on the 602-A naltiplier.

RanlV

114) A's +/ao2

4 n•.- was chocked an the 604 multtpiler.
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A list of all the information on ONR Card Set II
was sted. on the 405 tabulating machine two lines for
each star. The first line contains all the identification
data of the star, the second line the computed quantities.
The size of this list is suoh that It cannot be in-
oluded In this report.*

ONR Card Set III Is a set of about 7,000 cards
which are the General Catalogue star* for which we have
radial velocities. The contributions to the galactic.
-rctsglar velocity components resulting from radial
velocity were coamputod on the 602-A (Run V) by mitL-
plying the radial velocity by:

S3"

The machines used in the conputations were made
available throuSh the generosity of tie Watson Scientific
Conputing Laboratoryo

* We have one carbon zopy of the list which is
available for the ONR, if desired. The cards, or
irt thereof, are available for reproduction at cost
qualified poisons,,

Jan Sohilt
vlutherfurd Observatory
October 1951
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